GENERAL NOTES:

1. W-Beam and Thrie Beam Terminal Connectors shall conform to AASHTO M 180, Class B, Type II.

2. W-Beam end sections shall conform to AASHTO M 180, Class A, Type II.

3. All covered hardware shall comply with the Task Force 13 (TF13) Guide to Standardized Roadside Safety Hardware online publication. Designators given when possible in parentheses.
GENERAL NOTES:

1. Cable Anchor Plate may be formed in single unit of welded fabrication.
2. Anchor Cable Assembly must conform to AASHTO M 30 with Type II Wire Rope.
3. Provide Sleeve for Wood Posts meeting the requirements of ASTM A53 and made of 2-inch galvanized standard pipe. Sleeve shall be a tight, pressed fit in post.
4. Attach radius JD plates to all shop-bent guardrail sections. Bolt the JD plate to the back side of the guardrail panel with the lower splice bolt nearest the P.C. of the radius.
5. Show the Roll bend radius, in feet, as "X" on the radius JD plate. Digit shall be etched or stamped and have a min. height of 1/16" and a max. width of 3/16". Galvanize the plate after the digits are marked.
6. All covered hardware shall comply with the Task Force 13 (TF13) Guide to Standardized Roadside Safety Hardware online publication. Designators given when possible in parentheses.
CONSTRUCTION NOTES

1. Install guardrail flexible delineators where shown on the plans.

2. Install guardrail flexible delineators at 50 foot spacing, unless otherwise noted on the plans. Install not less than 2 delineators per guardrail run.

3. Use 3" x 5" white/yellow/red retroreflective sheeting as required per Standard Plan T-05. Install retroreflective sheeting on both sides of delineator on two-way roads.

4. Attach 4" x 1 1/2" flexible delineators to the top of new guardrail posts, on the trailing side of the posts relative to the adjacent lane's direction of travel.

5. Use 2 each 1/4" dia. x 1-1/2" long galvanized lag screws for attaching to wood posts and 2 each 1/4" dia. x 3/4" long galvanized self-drilling fasteners for steel posts. Install a galvanized washer between the fastener head and the flexible delineator.

GUARDRAIL FLEXIBLE DELINEATOR DETAIL

(Steel post shown — similar for wood post)